HAS event Checklist

Location of event:

____ At PVES

Which rooms will be used (indoor)?

What space/equipment/activities will be used (outdoor)?

____ Outside PVES

Name of location:

Which rooms will be used (indoor)?

What space/equipment/activities will be used (outdoor)?

Is event being held in an ADA accessible space/ location?

Will the following type of child be able to access and participate in the activities if they

* use a wheelchair or walker?

* use a hearing aid/cochlear implant, or need ASL interpretation?

* require enlarged print or other visual adaptations?

* use a cane to move around the environment, or need additional auditory information about what is happening around them?
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* have difficulty initiating social interactions or partnering with others?

* are sensitive to loud noises or busy, crowded environments?

* need modified activities or directions?

What accommodations might be needed? How will it be communicated?

Where will quiet space be set up? Who will be in charge of coordinating set up?